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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No: _______________________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Winter Examination-2019 

 

Subject Name: Compulsory English 
 

Subject Code: 4AH04COE1               Branch: B.A. (All)  

    

Semester : 4          Date : 01/10/2019   Time : 02:30 To 05:30   Marks : 70 

 

Instructions: 

(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 
Q-1 (A) Each of the following questions has four options. Choose the most appropriate 

options from the given and write answer of it. 

(14)  

 1.  a. Who is the playwright of the play All My Sons? 

a) Shakespeare              b) Oliver Goldsmith     c) Arthur Miller   d) Drink wart 

 

 2.  The play All My Sons begins on ______________. 

a) Saturday Night         b) Sunday Morning      c) Sunday Evening  d) None 

 

 3.  In leave reports, the date is written on the _____ margin. 

a) Right                         b) left                            c) Middle              d) top 

 

 4.  The background period that is mentioned in All My Sons is ____________. 

a) World War I        b) World War II      c) Civil War         d) Boxer War 

 

 5.  Which of the following is a synonym of the word ‘war’? 

a) trust                      b) suspect               c)  piece                d) peace 

 

 6.  In story-writing, the ideas should be organized in ________ way. 

a) Logical                c) illogical               d) disordered        d) ornamental 

 

 7.  The one-fourth part of the thing is known as ______. 

a) Half                      b) quarter              c) past                    d) none of these 

 

 8.  The person whose wife is died known as ________. 

a) Fiancée                 b) widow              c) widower            d) Mistress 

 

 9.  My friend ____________ this competition by tomorrow noon. 

a) will win              b) shall win             c) will be winning   d) will have won 
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 10.  The opposite word of ‘sad’ is ___________. 

a) enjoyment          b) worry                  c) happy               d) anxiety     

 

 11.  To describe the activities which were taking place at a time in past, we use ______ 

tense. 

a) Simple Past                              b) Past Perfect         

c)   Simple Future                         d)  Past Continuous  

 

 12.  The ________ from the Mumbai to Delhi is One Thousand Eight Hundred Rupees. 

a) fair                      b) fare                      c) fur                     d) flower 

 

 13.  Are you going to college ______________ car? 

a) on                        b) by                         c) from                d) for         

 

 14.  Who is the mother of Larry in All My Sons? 

a) Ann                    b) Kate                     c) Chris                d) Georgia 

 

    

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 

 

Q-2  Is All My Sons a tragedy or comedy? Justify your answer with examples. (14) 

    

Q-3 (A) Imagine that you are acting as a Principal of a Private English College in Gujarat. 

You wish to attend one week work workshop at IIT, Delhi. Draft a leave report 

you wish to submit to the registrar of your university. 

(07) 

    

Q-3 (B) Write in about TEN sentences on What did you do on Last Sunday? (07) 

    

Q-4 (A) Which day of the week you feel, the busiest day for you? Using appropriate tense, 

write TEN sentences on your busiest day. 

(07) 

    

Q-4 (B) Write a brief note on the end of the play of All My Sons. (07) 

    

Q-5 (A) Write a dialogue that takes place between you and  computer vendor who gave you 

a wrong laptop last week. (Minimum TEN dialogues) 

(07) 

    

Q-5 (B) Write a letter to your friend to invite him/ her on the celebration of 4
th

 World Yoga 

Day that is to be celebrated in your college. 

(07) 

    

Q-6  Using appropriate tense, translate the following sentences into English: (14) 
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૧. આળતીકાે હ ું મ ુંબઈ જઈ. 

૨. મારો મમત્ર ગઈકા ેજ મ ુંબઈ ગયો હતો. 

૩. ગાય આણી માતા છે. 

૪. જ્યારે હ ું ગઈકાે તમારા ઘેર આવ્યો ત્યારે તમે ાઉંભાજી બનાળતા હતા. 

૫. રેશ્મા રોજ સાુંજે સુંગીત ના ક્ાસ માું જાય છે. 

6. મારા કાકા હમણાું જ બહાર ગયા છે. તમ ેરાહ જ ઓ. 

૭. આ દ કાન રમળળારે ખ લ્ી હોય છે? 

૮. આણે ભારતીઓ છીએ.   

૯. તમ ેશ ું કરો છો? નોકરી કે ધુંધો? 

૧૦. આ બાલક માર ું છે. ેલ ું તમાર ું છે. 

૧૧. આજે કયો ળાર છે? 

૧૨. તમ ેનળો મોબાઈ ક્યારે ખરીદ્યો? 

૧૩. જ ઓને, અમે હમણાું જ બહારથી આવ્યા. 

૧૪. તમ ેનળી ેનો ાવ્યા? 

    

Q- 7   Write a meaningful story on any theme that teaches you a lesson and give a 

suitable title to it.  

(14) 

    

Q-8  Write a coherent paragraph in about 150 words on ‘The mobile phones must be 

banned in schools and colleges….’ 

(14) 

    

 


